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Resting functional connectivity: Pattern reliability and longitudinal changes in childhood
ME Thomason, EL Dennis, ML Henry, RF Johnson, PM Thompson, IH Gotlib
Introduction: The study of neural functional connectivity (FC), operationalized as the concurrent activity of
spatially segregated regions, is being given increasing attention, both because FC may be altered in certain
neuropsychiatric disorders, and because FC may reflect anatomical and/or functional changes across the
lifespan. The spatial reliability of resting-state activation patterns has recently been examined in adult
samples, but not yet in children or adolescents, in whom patterns of connectivity may be less stable than
they are in adults. Indeed, compared to findings obtained with adults, cross-sectional studies of resting FC in
children have documented a more diffuse pattern of correlations with voxels proximal to the seed region and
fewer significantly correlated voxels at long distances. The reliability of these observations in children both
within session and over time are examined here for the first time.
Methods: We used spatial independent component analysis (sICA) to derive cortical functional connectivity
maps from resting-state data in 65 children (33 males) between 9 and 16 years of age. We used an
automated template-matching algorithm for demarcation of individual components corresponding to the
default-mode, executive, salience, motor, and visual resting-state networks. To circumvent the complexity of
reconciling split networks (a critical issue in using ICA to process resting-state FC), we then used peaks
derived from the sICA maps corresponding to each network to conduct a FC seed-based connectivity
analysis in a subset of participants over two sessions. Each participant was scanned 3 times: once at Time 1
and twice at Time 2, 2 to 3 years later. We tested intrinsic connectivity network (ICN) spatial extent within
session and over time. We hypothesized that sICA would be stable within session and that we would find
higher long-range correlations within networks at Time 2 than at Time 1, with a concomitant decrease in local
pattern diffusivity.

Figure 1. Resting ICNs obtained at three time points within subjects. Time two (T2) scans were conducted 2-3 years
after Time 1 (T1) scans. Default mode network (DMN), presented in left three columns, shows greater coherence with
distal parietal and medial prefrontal nodes with age. Salience network (SN), presented in the middle three columns,
shows more focal proximal connectivity along with increased bilateral insular connectivity. Executive network (EN),
presented in the right three columns, shows higher connectivity of striatal, parietal and posterior midline regions with age.
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Results: We found a high degree of spatial consistency within subjects within session. In fact, for each of the
ICNs tested, spatial extents overlapped and peaks were similarly localized. Longitudinal analyses indicated
that activity of spatially segregated regions across long ranges was more coherent at Time 2, reflecting
tighter functional coupling between these distant nodes. We also found specific changes in network
structures that correspond to increases in cognitive operations that occur during this developmental period,
and we provide evidence for different maturational time-courses across the ICNs that are consistent with the
cognitive functions that exhibit the most protracted developmental effects.
Conclusions: We observed reliable coherent fluctuations in resting state across spatially distal, functionally
relevant regions, including those involved in executive functioning, salience processing, motor function, visual
processing, and the default mode. This finding is consistent with what has been established in studies of
adults, and is the first indication that ICN maps are relatively stable in children and adolescents. We also
provide the first evidence for the developmental trajectories of these networks longitudinally within
participants. We demonstrated that the ICNs change in a manner that reflects local pruning and
strengthening of distal connections, a pattern that reflects previously observed anatomical progress. This
work provides a methodological basis for future work with samples of children and adolescents, elaborates
our understanding of the development of ICNs, and provides evidence that changes in large-scale network
FC measured in resting state mirror maturation patterns.

